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Purchase of ADULT ACLS MANEQUI
Anaesthesia ;Dr,Y.S. Parmar Govt. Medical College Nahan on proprietary
basis -lnviting Comments thereon.
Subject:

Request has been received from HOD Department of Anaesthesia,
DT.YSPGMC, Nahan to purchase the ADULT ACLS MANEQUIN from M/S
Surgitek Panchkula ( Manufactured by LAERDAL Medical India's Private
Proprietary
Limited) on the proprietary basis Proposal and
certificate/Authorization certificate are attached.
The above documents along with specifications are'being uploaded on
the website of this college for open information to submit Claim/ Objections/
Comments , if any, from manufactured regarding proprietary nature of the
equipment/ ltem within 7 days.

The Claims/Objections comment should be received on or before
0810412020 up to 03:00PM, failing which, it will presumed that any other
manufacturer is having no comments to offer and case will be decided on
me

rit.

Encl:- L. P ro prieta ry certificate.

2.Specification of equipment.
3.Authorization certificate.
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DT.YSPGMC, Nahan.

District Sirmaur, Nahan.
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Lae rdal
helping save lives

'0lst February 2019

Proprietary Certificate and Letter of Con!4qqe!!gfl
To Whom lt May Concern
We hereby cenify that "Resusci Anne Advance Skill Trainer (cat no. | 5 | -27000) is a full body advanced life
suppoft manikin operated with SimPad Plus (cat no. 204-301 33) allows comprehensive ACSL instructor-tosrudent training, debriefing and documentation. Additionally, first aid and extrication practice can be
incorporared into the learning with help of optional first aid and rescue limbs
ro deliver high-quality team and skills raining in a wide
to shock up to 350 J '

Resusci Anne Advanced SkillTrainer is designed

range of ALS scenarios using real defibrillators
Key features include:

High-qualiry airway management training with supraglottic airway devices
Live defibrillation (ShockLink) and synchronized ECG
Pulse monitoring

Non-invasive blood pressure (NIBP)
lV inserrion

Quality CPR (QCPR) feedback to measure and improve CPR performance generate a blood pressure wave
form & ECG artifact
Patient Monilor provides concise clinical feedback and simulates physiological parameters including wave
form and value display for HR, ECG, SpO2, BP, RR, Temperature, etCO2, as in a real patient monitor.

The intuitive couchscreen interface and ergonomic design of SimPad PLUS makes it easy to run both preprogrammed and custom scenarios for standardized training.
SimPad PLUS also gives instructors real-time performance indicators for compressions, ventilations and
hands-off time, as well as detailed event logs for strucrured and objective debriefing
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It

is a

proprienry product Laerdal Medical AS. \g13rujgtfglufaggglby anyjgelnrm

:lndivilyl|.

We are also pleased to conflrm that M/s. SURGITEK, SCO 194-195, ANSAL SAMPARK l, CABIN NO B
7{BASEMENT), SECTOR 5, PANCHKULA, is our authorized distributor for Dr. RPGMC Hospital, Kangra at
Tanda, Himachal

Pradesh.
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The cenificate is valid

till 3 lst Dec 202
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Title: REGIONAL DIRECTOR SOUTH AStA
Duly authorized ro sign rhis Authorization on behalf of: LAERDAL MEDICAL AS

Laerdal Pledical AS
TankeSvilandsgate 30,,{00 | Sovanger, Norvay. Tel: +47-5 l5 | l7m. Fax +47-51523557

www.laerdal.com
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SPECIFICATION OF ADUTT ACLS MANEQUIN
C>

l-lfgtrt q"atity airvay

ACLS

MAIYEQUIN I device
SPECIFICATION/
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CARDTAC

CARE I breath

TRAINER
SYSTEM

managernent training with supra glottis airway

monitoring, heart sound synchronized with ECG' auscultation of
sound

I 3. eltow I'CLS instructor to student training in a wide range using live
I d"fibrill"tion up to 360 j and synchronized ECG
4. Non invasive blood pressure
5.

Intra venous line insertion

6. Extensive ECG

-

library, pacing and defibrillation capabilities

performance
| z. Quality CPR feedback to measure aitd improve CPR

Monitor to provide pulse, ECG, SPOr, BPIRIICO2In waveform and
value display as in real Patient
8.

9. Provision to run both pre programmed and custom scenario

for

standardized training

|

10. Be able to give instructors real time performance indicator for
compression, ventilation and hands offtime as well as detail e vents record

for subsequent debrieling

ll.Touch

screen tablev lap top as monitor to run pre programmed and

customs scenarios

,l
12.

Warranty upto 3-5 years

13. Demonstration

will

be taken by the Committe€ (nominated in this

behalf by the institute) before the award/supply order is issued.
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